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SAHEL, Eritrea (1980). The above picture is evidence of TPLF fighters in Sahel Mountains, in 
Eritrea.  TPLF leaders brainwashed Tigrian youths to fight against their own country, Ethiopia, 
for the independence of Eritrea.  
 
 
First Congratulations to all patriotic Ethiopians who showed their best humanity to the 
most cruel, rude and most anti Ethiopian elements who done tremendous damage to the 
Ethiopian history, sovereignty and dignity, on which you all paid dearly with your life for 
the sake of Ethiopia’s culture, dignity, history, humanity and justice which at the end 
made your acceptable genuine intention released you from the Fascist prison in Ethiopia 
for “now”.  I salute you! 
 
Having said this, I am sure, some will mumble at me as usual when they read my 
straightforward commentary that might test salty but natural to come at this time of 
euphoria. 
 
 My commentary always comes at a time when majority of the citizens are in a high 
euphoria of joy. When Birhanu Mewa ridiculed anyone to associate with armed struggle 
on VOA, and followed by Andargachew Tsige’s preaching a priest alike and ridiculed 
and dehumanized the people who still believe the possibility of believing to remove 
Meles with an armed struggle and peaceful struggle (simultaneous) irrationally, in which, 
I was the first one to comment on both of them, which at the time many hundreds of their 
followers (kinijjit) started to scream at me in every discussion forum and all over the 
websites for touching the curtain of their newly arrived “Saints” who came from Ethiopia 
to the Diaspora community to preach us how we needed to diminish the strength of the 
struggle of all those who believe in their Ethiopiawinet together against Eritrea’s TPLF, 
OLF and the rest of the confused liberation fronts.  
 
At the time, many website owners declined to post my view, which they later 
acknowledged their poor perception and their “HO, HO going for educated hooplas 
(writers) and confused liberation fronts who were the principal guarantor for designing 
slippery and dangerous tactics that hooked citizens to be trapped and cornered in the face 
of a dangerous enemy for the last sixteen years. Gradually few patriots and brilliant 



citizens realized my view and supported me all the way till we finally witnessed the 
“Saints” became the very first  “evil” agents of destroyers of the hottest struggle which 
was in its Zenith ever, and dragged it down to its knee, at which they both (Berhanu 
Mewa and Andargachew Tsige and the other their likes) and ended up opened the door of 
the struggle so widely to the anti Ethiopia armed groups, to the most confused, the most 
hated, racist, foreign mercenary, to the most stagnant, burnt, spoiled and corrupted 
leadership ever in African history who never felt ashamed of themselves as part of the 
black skin continent to degraded themselves when they call Ethiopians Abesha, Habesh, 
Habesha / considered it as an “insult” to the what it meant “Black” people in the Arabic 
term, ruddily bragged and proud to be the anti Ethiopia elements calling themselves 
Oromo, Ogaden, Sidama….. Liberations fronts under the name “AFD” a name given by 
the Eritrean leadership, ended sucking it up its moisture, and dried its branches and leaves 
of the struggle “as they exactly did dried to their own liberation organizations” for a 
quarter of a half a century.  
Hopefully, such failed quality of perception and elements wont repeat itself again as it 
was framed before that prevailed a failure.  Currently, a new coherent Ethiopian 
leadership is expected under Dr. Taye or anyone who might come to the front to guide 
Kinijjit. If not, it will be another disaster to the struggle, on which we have to start all 
over again, that might take us another half quarter of a century 
 
 Now, let me come to my main agenda for my commentary. At this juncture, the 
opposition leaders are released under duress and ordeal of negotiations. Many might 
devalued their spirit for signing agreement of guilt. That should not be seen as a 
weakness. Those of us who knew TPLF’s mission and cruelty at least realize that they did 
a good job for signing the agreement, because that is the only option they have to get out 
of the hell of the fascist “T” (Eritrean)-PLF darkest prison in Ethiopia governed under 
Meles Zenawi. What else could they do? The struggle in Ethiopa is hijacked by Meles 
infiltrators, the struggle of Kinijjit and the rest of the struggle in the Diaspora is hijacked 
and weakened by the other Eritrean slaves, western, and Arab mercenaries calling 
themselves OLF, ONLF liberation fronts under the name AFD/Kinijit International. So, 
they had no option but to obey what the Eritrean agents in power in Ethiopia wanted them 
to do.  
 
Many have died and still suffering in thousands of them in every underground prison cell 
for refusing to cooperate with a bully bunch of jungle gangs for ingenuity. Of course, 
though the issue of signing under duress has relevant/ negative consequences to the 
struggle, the document signed under pressure is not mainly what people should judge. 
What we have to concern and focus is regarding the development of the future struggle. If 
the future struggle continues with the same tactic and framework, it will be a chronic 
obstacle to usefully launch a strong opposition in front of an enemy who is addicted to 
make himself a supreme, an omnipotence GOD who likes people to beg him with a 
bribery of promises and negotiations if his wholly GODNESS make people to let go from 
his hellish hand, under the duress of obeying and kneeling in the hope the released will 
make his Godness house of parliament to be build more with a color full Umbrellas of 
decent slaves to imitate and murmur during the meditation and instruction the  of the 
TPLF bible that teaches up to secession  be honored in his name under the name of the 
TPLF the new God of Ethiopia.  
 



(Why blame TPLF’s God Meles Zenawi after all for asking his adversaries to beg him 
and kneel down on his shoe with promise to obey him in the future- Even God of 
Ethiopia was addicted by the people’s promise and gifts of umbrellas and his portraits if 
he release the beloved one from a tyrant’s hand or if he cured his/her son/daughter from 
illness. So begging, meddling, negotiating, bulling all that was in our nature. So we have 
it, and we are told the negotiations, meddling and obeying is part of Ethiopia’s culture 
and it will continue with us. For how long? I can’t tell you!  As long as God asks 
promises, the Earth bullies will follow his step to act as omnipotence. Man is an ape- it 
copied what it saw and is acceptable to be a rational culture.) 
 
It is very concerning to me above everything how it will change society and to convince 
the world and to struggle if the struggle continue with the one tactic designed by an 
enemy framer who always depend the second chance to hold on to power if he looses a 
genuine election which he knew by now- forcing, intimidating witnesses and opposition 
leaders to lie, to sign under a duress circumstances can prolonged his staying in power the 
only way out, if continue, which will bring tremendous damage to the nation’s 
sovereignty, unity and educated power, above all- such trend will produce a demoralized 
new generation that may be addicted to obey to remove a foreign enemy with 
negotiations and mediocre settlements that would result further dehumanizing effect 
on society and dignity”. 
 
To my understandings, the power in Ethiopia is not a domestic EThiopian power that is 
currently ruling the country. It is mercenary, and most ever dangerous enemy to 
Ethiopian sovereignty and dignity for 16 years opening and allowing the country for all 
kind of foreign spy agents to tour all over the country under different approaches to easily 
destabilizing the nation (even sodomize boys allowed to operate in the name of NGO, 
ever occurred or heard in Ethiopia’s history – you have read all the report don’t you?). 
Therefore, the tactic and the strategy needs to add another new additional tactics of 
struggle simultaneous that never been tried before by the “genuine” “Ethiopian” 
opposition groups to the peaceful struggle. It is possible to carry it effectively, if all came 
to agree and believe with one point. And that is? –that the current government leadership 
in Ethiopia under the name “TPLF” is a mercenary, anti Ethiopia “jungle-bully” that 
entirely needs to be re challenged by all means necessary including by an arm struggle to 
stop the “dehumanization” of Ethiopian elders, educated icons of the nation, mothers, 
elders in order to reinstate the county’s proud history and sovereignty. Ethiopia can’t 
afforded to let these mercenaries destroy its proud history for foreigners to buy lands 
while citizens can’t allow god given rights to have their piece of land and property. 
(Property right is as you know God given right not government given, hence grounded in 
the moral order to protect of the universe, which government does not create but rather 
exists to protect and respect).    
 
My last warning coming this time again, If opposition leaders still failed to carry both 
peaceful struggle and the armed struggle to coincide them together to bring the struggle 
to a stable and its meaning of a honorable struggle that would shake an enemy in its knee 
to bring him to an un-dominated, free of fear and pressure to a rational negotiation table, 
then I am afraid, I REPEAT, “ if the upcoming mode of struggle remains unchanged: 
then, take my word, get ready for another round of arrest and another round of 
meddling/negotiations and repeat arrest, release and re-arrest , re-meddling and 



another release and another re-arrest cycles”.  If such trend continues, I don’t know 
how many arrests and releases and round of negotiations and reararests and re-meddling 
would free the country from the omnipotence GOD of TPLF? It is obvious for one thing, 
that such kneeling of culture in front of mercenary leaders is teaching bad lessons to the 
new generation. The Lions are still alive, till they might perish one by one by this (TPLF) 
dangerous enemy Of Ethiopia to deliberately push them to immigrate to live abroad 
through worn and tearing down their spirit on the course of meddling, re-release and 
another cycle of endless re-arrests. After all one can only walk so much, in the middle of 
the course as candle burns and eats itself, man’s spirit can only do limited distance. Then 
it stopped at certain distances. Will the new generation under such new culture hold the 
torch of strength if addicted to meddling and negotiations in front of mercenary rulers, 
when there is no gun to defend him while the enemy is well armed up to its teeth? History 
will tell. // Ethiopia will prevail!!  
 
 


